The self-priming close-coupled pool water circulation pump: powerful, compact and efficient all at the same time.
WATERblue-HN

The new generation of pool water circulation pumps

The WATERblue-HN achieves high circulation rates in small spaces. The unique compact design is conceived specifically for ease of maintenance.

As a self-priming swimming pool pump with an integrated hair and fiber catcher, the WATERblue-HN is particularly suited for pumping and filtering pool water, fresh water, seawater, industrial water and any other liquids contaminated by coarse matter.

The pump is used in private, indoor, outdoor and adventure swimming pools, water parks, ice rinks, leisure and hotel facilities for water slides, attractions, systems for water treatment, fountains, heat recovery systems and industrial plants.
Noise

The generation of noise depends on complex factors such as size, materials, operating and installation conditions. Hydraulic methods and a solid design were used to influence the noise characteristics of the pump right from development. The maximum sound pressure level is generally determined by the drive motors due to air, magnet and bearing noise. Noise development is at its lowest when operating at close to $Q_{optimal}$ (best degree of efficiency).

General data

- Media temperature range from 32 to 100 °F
- Ambient temperature range from 32 to 104 °F
- Density of the pumped medium up to max 65.5 lb/ft³
- Viscosity of the pumped medium up to max. 1cSt

A performance correction is made for different operating conditions according to customer specifications.

EASY-clean®

The filter strainer with its special perforation designed to tackle hair and fibers ensures a high degree of separation. The filter cover is opened and closed by means of two toggle lever fasteners. Additional tools are not required. Lifting the integrated filter cover raises the filter strainer a few inches from the pre-filter casing. Besides simplifying the removal of the filter strainer, this also prevents any contact between the user and the collected contaminants. In addition, the generously dimensioned filter strainer volume (146.5 cubic inches) guarantees minimum maintenance.

Once the pump casing and suction pipeline have been filled, the self-priming function of the pump is guaranteed (please follow the instructions in the operating manual).
Many innovative features:

1. **Motor**
   The motor concept ensures overload-proof and efficient operation. A frequency converter can be mounted directly (only 3-phase motors) or on the wall.

2. **Motor shaft**
   A motor shaft made of high-alloy stainless steel with high bending stiffness for minimum deflection.

3. **Storage**
   The pump and motor have a common shaft mounted in a reinforced bearing. Unlike standard motors, the fixed bearing on the pump side is a reinforced bearing that achieves a long service life under extreme operating conditions. High bending stiffness and short shaft spacing ensure that the motor shaft achieves a high degree of concentricity, which guarantees the vibration-free operation of the mechanical shaft seal.

4. **Shaft seal**
   The pump-side shaft seal for all types is a maintenance-free mechanical seal that is made of wear-resistant high-performance materials and is independent of the direction of rotation. All motors are fitted with a special seal on the pump side to protect them against spraying water.

5. **By-pass channel**
   To ensure that the mechanical seal is rinsed optimally by the pumped medium.

6. **Impellers**
   Dynamically balanced impellers ensure vibration-free running and contribute significantly to the long service life of the pump.
   Closed multi-vane impellers made of high-alloy aluminum bronze (CuAl10Fe5Ni5) are used for pure to slightly contaminated pumped medium.

7. **Filter strainer**
   The generously dimensioned filter strainer with its special perforation designed to tackle hair and fibers ensures a high degree of separation.
   The degree of contamination of the filter strainer can be checked at any time via the viewing window.
**Filter cover**

Filter cover with the patented "EASY-clean™" mechanism for lifting the filter strainer. The cover can be opened and closed easily using the toggle lever fasteners.

**Pump casing**

Standard pump casing made of bronze.

**Construction**

Ideal combination of materials through the use of hybrid construction. Easy-to-install and maintenance-friendly compact design.

The easy-to-install and maintenance-friendly compact pump delivers high circulation rates even in small spaces.

The combination of bronze (C90700) and high-strength, glass fiber reinforced polypropylene (PP GF) and polyamide (PA 6 GF 30) provides ample strength for working pressures of up to 43.5 psi whilst optimizing weight at the same time.
The self-priming pool water circulation pump **WATERblue-HN** comes with a 3-phase motor as standard. A 1-phase motor is available as an option.

**Motor**

A surface-cooled three-phase motor with squirrel-cage rotor is used as standard. It meets CC010A (as per EISA 2007). The motor can either be fitted with an integrated or external frequency converter. The use of a frequency converter is recommended but not obligatory.

**Performance range**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed [rpm]</th>
<th>Flow volume $Q_{\text{max}}$ [gpm]</th>
<th>Delivery head $H_{\text{max}}$ [ft]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The frequency regulation of the pump can be performed as a response to the operating conditions.
Frequency converter

Frequency converters are used to electronically control the speed of motors and can bring significant energy savings. They also extend the system service life and reduce repair and maintenance costs.

The advantage of a frequency converter is primarily that pump speed control enables the operating point to be adjusted to best suit the system requirements (for example, reduced night-time operation in swimming pools), which brings significant energy improvements over earlier technical solutions and possibilities.

Frequency converters are either mounted directly (only 3-phase motors) or on the wall.

The frequency regulation of the pump can be performed as a response to the operating conditions: from 30 to 60 Hz.

Type PED

This powerful and robust frequency converter for direct mounting features optimal EMC characteristics with low leakage currents. It can be mounted directly (only 3-phase motors) or on the wall. System-specific parameter settings are performed using a handheld device (MMI) or PC software.

Type PEDC to 3HP

This frequency converter has been specially developed to control motors in the lower output range. The integrated membrane keypad ensures supreme user-friendly operation directly at the pump.

Accessories

Security Device (for the filter cover)
This is used to prevent the unauthorized opening of the filter cover.

Wall mounting
The frequency converter can be installed in a control cabinet or mounted on the wall.
Special solutions

The customization of special pumps is one of our performance features.

Our decades of experience in development and our on-site foundry form the basis of our ability to adapt to the requirements of individual projects. The technology needed for perpetual innovation provides our customers with the clear advantage of optimized solutions especially tailored to each unique project.

Special configurations
- Different voltage and/or mains frequency
- Different insulation class
- Elevated ambient temperature
- Higher protection type
- Enhanced tropical and moisture protection
- Special materials
- Special paint finish for all uncoated components
- Customer-specific solutions

Consultation and service

We are here for you – competent and personal.

The last decades have seen our company establish itself worldwide with our client base stretching across the entire globe.

Your contacts in our company are highly qualified employees who use their professional knowledge and technical skills to find tailor-made solutions for your requirements. We also have globally active sales and service teams.

Consultation and sales
sales@herborner-pumps.com

Service and maintenance
service@herborner-pumps.com

For more information about swimming pool pumps, refer to the specialist book:

Swimming pool pumps
Areas of application, selection, construction, energy efficiency

To find out more about WATERblue-HN, go to www.herborner-pumps.com